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PrefaceThis report is based on a meeting between representatives of Bifröst Universityand representatives of Bifröst University Review Team appointed by theIcelandic Quality Board for Higher Education held at the offices of Rannis inReykjavik on February 1, 2016.  The purpose of the meeting was to review theUniversity’s progress in addressing concerns raised in the 2015 InstitutionalReview Report that resulted in the following judgment:
 Limited Confidence can be placed in the soundness of Bifröst University’spresent arrangements to secure the academic standards of its awards.

In preparation for this visit, the University addressed five areas of concern fromthe 2015 review, submitting a report with supplements in November 2015,together with an update of further progress in January 2016. The finalconclusions followed consideration of the Team’s draft report by the IcelandicQuality Board for Higher Education.
The following people attended the meeting:

 From Bifröst University: Vilhjálmur Egilsson, Rector, Ólafur Ísleifsson,Director of Quality, Sigurður Ragnarsson, Head of the Department ofBusiness, Sigrún Jónsdóttir Director of Academic Services, ÞorbjörgGunnlaugsdóttir, Head of the Department of Law, and Helga KristínAuðunsdóttir, Assistant Professor, and Sigrún Lilja Einarsdóttir, Head ofthe Department of Social Sciences.
 From the Institutional Review Team: Barbara Brittingham, Crichton Lang.Secretariat: Þorsteinn Gunnarsson.

The representatives of the Institutional Review Team found the materialsubmitted by Bifröst University to be pertinent and comprehensive and thediscussions with the University Team to be positive, forthcoming and productive.
Below are the five areas addressed and the Team’s findings in each area, as wellas the conclusions of the Team’s report.
Professor Norman Sharp OBE

Chair of the Icelandic Quality Board for Higher Education
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Barbara Brittingham

Chair of the Bifröst University Review Team

Sigurður Óli Sigurðsson

Manager of the Icelandic Quality Board for Higher Education
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1. Data to support securing the academic standards of the University’s

awards.
Within its update report (November 2015) the University has set out a widerange of key data that it will collect. These data relate to a number of areas:

 Key data for public institutions
 Data on Research and Collaboration
 Student Data (demography, applications, attainment etc)
 Study-break analysis and re-enrolment data
 Departmental transfer data (BU continuingeducation/Gateway/undergraduate/ postgraduate)
 Data on Teaching (student engagement)
 Data on Academic and other staff (including student feedback and courseevaluation)Within each group there are a range of specific indicators, and the plannedtiming for the collection and analysis of the data is set out against a Gantt chartfor the 2015/16 Academic Year.  This chart also clearly articulates responsibilityfor data collection, whether the data is collected once or multiple times duringthe year, and the destination of the data (either externally, or with the internalstructures and officers of the University). The University was able to talk aroundthe data collected during December 2015 and January 2016 which hadpreviously been presented as a Data Working Group update to the Team. TheData Working Group (one of several put in place in Autumn 2015) is led by theRector, the Director of Academic Services, the LMS Manager, and theDepartmental Head, Social Sciences.

The University recognises that this is an extensive process that needs to becompleted but that this will be done in a phased manner as set out in the plannedGantt Chart. The University also recognises that while the data currentlyidentified for collection is extensive, it is not necessarily definitive. However, itwill be through analysis of the initial data that the University will be able todetermine the refinements to data sets or collection processes that it will wish toput in place.
Perhaps more importantly, the initial data gathering exercise will allow theUniversity to select a set of critical or lead performance indicators against which
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to measure institutional progress and to benchmark against other institutions.These performance indicators will in due course form the basis of a publiclyvisible dashboard, with lower level performance indicators perhaps forming thebasis of non-public, operational dashboards for example at the level ofDepartments or specific services within the University. Key elements of thisinitial analysis are already presented on the University‘s website.
The Team discussed several areas of early analysis with the University, includingstudy-break analysis, ECTS credit loads, and the attendance rates on studyweekends and the Team is reassured that the University will make appropriateuse of the enhanced data in reviewing its strategies for curriculum and learnersupport. In relation to its agenda for growth in student numbers, it is clear thatthe data on student satisfaction, conversion of applications to enrollments, andon student attrition is seen by the University as beneficial to its enhancementactivities and interventions.
In relation to alumni data, the University will begin systematic data collectionand analysis on graduates using the Zenter system in 2016, and will repeat thissurvey every 5 years. This action is one of a group of Enhancement Priorities forcalendar year 2016, updates against which were presented to the Team. It isreassuring that the updated Bifröst University Strategic Plan for 2016-2020already details a number of areas for future growth and improvement e.g. staffqualifications profile, where the planned data sets will very clearly support bothmonitoring and forward strategy. Other data-related priorities include a generalassessment of the modular system and flipped classroom, a systematic datacompiling project with regularly updated dashboard, further definition andassignment of responsibilities in the handling, interpretation and application ofdata, benchmarking and redefinition of key statistics. The Team noted thatappropriate lead officers are identified for all Enhancement Priorities.
In parallel with the developments in data collection and use the University isundertaking a Needs Analysis of the LMS and registration system, this itselfbeing one of the enhancement priorities for 2016.  The Needs Analysis willinclude student input. The University has already reflected that a move to a
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different platform is likely to be required in the medium-term, but that it canjustify investment in development of the current system to secure the additionalfunctionality required at the present time.
Summary:      The University has set out comprehensive plans to secure andrefine the data that it needs to support the institutional mission and priorities,and has linked these clearly to its strategic planning and to evaluation andfurther development of its LMS system and data capture and analysis workflows.While this is admittedly a work in progress, the Team concluded that this is wellthought out, and has appropriate timelines attached to it. Providing the work iscompleted as planned it will serve the University well on a number of fronts.
2. Strategic plan that includes how the University will continue to

strengthen its practice in securing the academic standards of its awards.

Bifröst University’s Strategic Plan 2016-2020 was approved by the UniversityCouncil on 12 November 2015 and by the University Board on 13 November2015; the same meeting at which the 2016 budget was approved.  The Teamfinds that the Plan draws significantly and usefully on the foundational materialthat was available at the time of the March 2015 visit  (e.g., the SWOT analysis),further enhanced by the work of departments and units in identifying prioritiesand coalesced at the University’s annual September Strategic Session.  The planincludes assigned responsibilities and timeframes and is notably focused onsecuring the academic standards of the University’s awards.
Given the rapid changes at the University and its current budget constraints,Bifröst has declared 2016 to be a “year of stability,” and no new programs will beintroduced unless they come from outside initiatives (for example, beingselected as the home of a new Police Academy to serve all of Iceland).  For thisyear of stability, the University has framed its plan on three themes:  “Do better,”“Be more efficient,” and “Do more,” and each major office or unit has listed itspriority actions under one of the three themes.
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The list of “enhancements” seems to the Team to be realistic, focused, and crucialto securing the academic standards of the University’s awards.  Severalenhancements relate to compiling and using better data, assessing the modularsystem, beginning benchmarking activities, and ensuring that the annual teachercoaching program is sufficiently interesting to attract instructors.  Similarly,several of the priorities of key staff relate directly to further securing theacademic standards of the University’s awards (e.g., helping instructors use thefunctionality of MySchool to track and support students, regular revision of thestudy lines)
Goals for 2017-2020 include increasing the proportion of permanent academicstaff with Ph.D. degrees to 50% (through hiring and also providing support forcontinuing faculty to pursue Ph.D. studies), a systematic review of courses withrespect to content and delivery, and significant investment in new technology.University support for current faculty to pursue the Ph.D. is seen quite positivelyby the faculty and is particularly important in the Law Department, where untilrecently, as a field, there has not been a general expectation that faculty wouldhave doctoral degrees.  (The Department of Social Sciences, by way of contrast,reports that by Fall 2016, all continuing faculty will be doctorally qualified.)
The University intends to continue with its strategic plan, updating it each yearfollowing the September Strategic Session.
The Team finds that effective progress has been made on strategic planning.  Keypersonnel were involved in establishing priorities, the plan appears reasonableand focused, it was approved through both internal and external governancebodies, and it is clearly related to the institution’s budget.
The Team also notes that the annual process to refresh the plan can helpfullydraw upon an assessment of the progress in achieving the prior year’s goals, aswell as an analysis of their continuing pertinence.  As the institution furtherdevelops its capacity to gather, analyze, and use data, and further refines itsability to define key performance indicators and establish external benchmarks,its capacity for effective planning will develop still further.
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Summary.  Bifröst University developed and approved a strategic plan for 2016-2020.  The plan is realistic given the University’s recent changes and challengesand has an appropriate focus on ensuring that the University can secure theacademic standards of its awards.
3. Approval and implementation of an appropriate model to hire

academic staff and key university officers.

The University has reviewed its processes for the appointment of academic staffagainst Icelandic legislation and made appropriate changes to these. The Rectoris responsible for hiring new staff members on the basis of new positions beingadvertised in the media with applicants being reviewed by an EvaluationCommittee, consisting of both internal and external members, all holding a PhDqualification or equivalent. The Rector is responsible for interviews of selectedcandidates, with the aid of the Vice-Rector and Departmental Head whereappropriate. The Rector makes a decision at the end of this process.
In relation to senior appointments (e.g. Vice-Rector, Departmental Heads), asimilar process will prevail with the Evaluation Committee being constitutedwith special regard to management experience.
A Promotion Committee, following the same model as the Evaluation Committee,considers applications for promotion to Associate Professor and Professor.
Previous University Regulations have been revised to reflect these changes andthe rules surrounding remit and operation of the Evaluation Committees are setout in a new University Regulation. These were approved by the University’sAcademic Council and Board of Governors in November 2015.
The Team received evidence of all of the formal regulatory changes and wereable to discuss with the University its early experiences of the new processes.
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Summary. The team is pleased to conclude that the University has madeappropriate changes to its protocols for academic recruitment and promotion.
4.    Governance study to ensure that the academic governance system can

efficiently and effectively strengthen the University’s ability to secure the

academic standards of its awards.

The University has appointed a governance task force with appropriate campusrepresentation and significant externals, including a Professor and former headof a large academic department from the University of Iceland and the foundingRector of Reykjavik University.  Five meetings of this task force had been held atthe time of the meeting, and five sets of minutes have been submitted to theTeam.
From the March 2015 visit, the team’s principle concern was that the governancestructure, (the many councils and committees) seemed overly complex andperhaps redundant, with several individuals having appointments to multiplegroups that considered broadly the same issue, with associated problems ofpotential inefficiencies and/or undue influence on the same issue.  Perhaps notsurprisingly, the task force is considering questions of organization (e.g., Shouldfinancial services and marketing be merged?) and roles and responsibilities (e.g.,the role of the Rector vis a vis the role of the Vice Rector) as well as governance(e.g., Should the Academic Council and the Quality Council be combined?)
At the time of the meeting, the Team noted that no clear outcomes had yet beenidentified, but some clear principles had been articulated, namely:  the resultinggovernance should be simpler; should be related to the University’s strategy;and, the independence of the academic departments should be taken intoaccount.  University representatives indicated that a full proposal would bedeveloped by March for consideration by the Rector and the Board prior to itsimplementation.
The Team also noted that while the governance task force has not yet producedany tentative plans, it has also included an examination of the organization and
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roles of key individuals within the organization.  Notwithstanding thechallenging nature of such a task (at any institution), the task force expressed itsdetermination to produce an actionable proposal within the next two months.
Summary.   The Team welcomed the establishment and progress to date of thegovernance task force with appropriate internal and external representation. Itnoted that it has already held five meetings, and will make proposals before theend of March 2016. The Team urges the University to complete this review andact upon it as planned.
5.   University financial resources

The financial position of Bifröst University continues to be hampered by lack offinancial resources. Yet the financial situation has improved over the past year.The University has successfully refinanced its debt, resulting in somewhat moreflexibility in the operating budget. In the 2016 state budget, Bifröst also recievesan additional one-time contribition to secure its financial health. The University’scontract with the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture stipulates thatstudent numbers are one of the bases for proposing governmental contributionsto the University, however, in recent years the National Budget Bill has insteadchosen to emphasise an increase in funding per student, rather than rewardincrease in student numbers per se.
Summary.    Because Bifröst University has re-financed its debt and receivedincreased support from the government, it is gaining some measure of increasedflexibility in its budget.
6. Conclusions

Following the visit of the Team to Bifrost University on 1st February 2016 andconsideration of the Team’s draft Report, the Quality Board concluded that the‘Confidence judgement’ in relation to securing the academic standards of theawards of the University should now be raised to ‘Confidence’.
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In making this recommendation, the Board has listened carefully to theassurance provided by the University, that it will complete the key actions setout in its November 2015 update-report and discussed with the Team during themeeting on 1st February 2016. We are reassured that, like ourselves, theUniversity sees these as critical to its future success.
Although, inevitably, these actions will evolve with time and in response tochanging external challenges and opportunities, the Team has stronglyencouraged the University to further develop and implement these areas overthe coming years. While reassured that the University is making substantialprogress against the areas highlighted for their consideration following theoriginal Institutional review in 2015 these will obviously be points of referencefor future annual meetings of the Quality Board and Bifröst University, and thenext scheduled Institutional Review of the University.
Finally, in commending the progress made by the University and in concludingthe follow-up Review, it is the Board’s view that:

 Confidence can be placed in the soundness of Bifröst University’s presentand likely future arrangements to secure the academic standards of itsawards;
 Confidence can be placed in the soundness of Bifröst University’s presentand likely future arrangements to secure the quality of the studentlearning experience


